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Susnr Petii ,r« to y, iitute a Rule Change? Enforcing California 
ice Standards as a recym ' men! Inr any system and for 

;ate(s) of operations
E\
ce

This is a petition to the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) to under Utility Code 

section §1708.5 , in its Rulemaking Operations, formally establish requirements for any 

Data Processing or SmartGrid AMR/AMI systems to meet the "Trustworthiness 

requirements" for the digital content records they produce and store which was set in the 

applicable Digital Evidence precedent established by the Superior Court in re California v 

Klahed1, a ruling, a ruling fully affirmed by the California Appellate Court and published as 

California State Precedent therein.

Introduction

The " et

i

Everyone knows today how easily digital information in any form is manufactured, and 

how easily content is copied or created from scratch to represent something as factual. 

Courts in the US and California have been struggling with this for years and have finally 

come to solid-terms under which Evidence can and cannot be qualified for entry to both 

California Courts and the Federal Courts which frame the California Court rulings.

The question then is how to build digital trust into systems which are intended to produce 

information which must be admissible before the Administrative Law Judges of the 

California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) and both the California Court and Federal 

Court's as the next two layers of oversight therein.

1 California v Khaled, California Superior Court SA128676PE from Orange County, California Appellate 30
2009-00304893, May 21st 2010.
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To address this matter both Federal and California Court's now have reference rulings 

providing precedent for the answers to those questions. What remains herein is for the 

Administrative Law Judges of the CPUC and the CPUC Executive and "Nexus Industry" 

Group Directors (Electric and Water Industry Segments) to take formal notice of these 

requirements in all approval actions moving forward.

Since the Energy Marketspace enabled by SmartGrid is based in allowing the Consumer 

open access to Power and Utility Providers, by turning the Grid itself into a Last-Mile type 

operation, and to mirror the Telecom Grid's operations to an extent, this fundamental 

statement of "evidence competence" in the components used to implement the SmartGrid 

system is necessary.

Figure 1 -Excerpt from California VKhaled ruling.
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The following above from the California v Khaled ruling set a new standard for evidence 

being used before any California Court's as being 'trustworthy' and set some guidelines for 

how that process happens.

In a technological sense, this for the CPUC pertains to how technology is used to document 

fact and provide proof in that documentation of said fact(s). The above excerpts from the 

KHALED Ruling itself clearly state that Time is a key issue of provability and in a TOU 

matter pertaining to a billing dispute or in one where the data would be used to prosecute 

frauds or theft of energy those records would be constrained to meet these rulings inside 

the California and Federal Court. As such it is appropriate that those same requirements 

transit into the California PUC everyday operations and Operating Utility Code's as well.

Unprovable Time of Use data creates this same problem for SmartGrid but further since 

there are administrative rulings about the capture of Accounting Data and Use Data these 

same evidence controls pertain to them as well. This is why evidence-grade timekeeping is 

required to properly operate a SmartRate billing control model.

Disc m

Star jp_ i capt yre and retention of Information are long-sta ndi -

With the advent of standards like CPUC Resolution No. A-4691 from 1977 which created 

and set standards for the proper storage of data in utility systems new emerging 

technologies have expanded and require now a review of those original rules for the 

application of Mandatory Digital Evidence Competence therein and in all SmartGrid 

systems moving forward.

Why the effect of No. A-4691 needs to be reviewed for its digital evidence capabilities and 

controls, is that since technology is always evolving, it was by this previous language left up
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to the Utilities and their Technology Providers to continue to produce systems capable of 

being operated in compliance with the evolving evidence requirements of the California 

Courts. Only it was those utilities and their technology providers who told the Court's what 

was possible and what was not

What Court's all over the world are finding is that those constraints were not actually the 

real hurdles and so they can have exactly what they need in their evidence technologies 

they just have to specify them so that they are not 'moving targets' like the technology they 

are based on. That said this is the intent of this petition, to bring a requirement to formally 

meet digital evidence standards in all SmartGrid and Record Retention Systems so that 

their evidence remains Court Admissible now that Khaled set that standard in California 

Courts formally.

Just a few years ago there was no wireless or portable computing. No Internet, no plasma 

or LCD TV's, no Fuel Cell or other co-gen type power systems at the mass-available retail 

levels so technologies ever changing footprint has a direct impact on how Energy and other 

Utility Services are provisioned and recorded for billing and control.

Sma

To start this analysis we need to set a stake in the ground for any digital billing and TOU 

control practice which meets proper evidence standards. And further that as part of 

practice, all SmartGrid systems (as in Energy, Water, Heat, etc.) must produce a proper set 

of evidence as proof of their operations, and logs which provably allow for their 

documentation of the delivery of service and the settlement processes.

CPUC already has rules pertaining to computer information (10.3 and 10.4) and these 

would also apply to SmartMeters and their operations as well as devices which connected 

to the Meter either directly or through the power lines as well.
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State and Federal Standards for Court Admissibility of Evidence 
already exist

Certichron also believes that to make SmartGrid a success that functionally speaking the 

trust processes around the TOU Monitoring need to be ones which provide a truly objective 

and arms-length evidence model for all TOU/Primary Providers, and the related Consumer 

transactions whether they occur over the SmartGrid itself, the Internet, another 

telecommunications service interface or other Energy/Utility delivery models including 

but not limited to traditional DA, DR or other account relationships.

Many ESP and other DA programs will cross California State borders and as such it is 

justified that both State and Federal evidence standards are required.

)nsne , >'< , rM/f ,
Think of a network today as a private virtual connection between two parties. With only 
two parties involved there is no way to ultimately tell what was done from a forensic 
standpoint.

Today’s Network Tr

Since today's SmartGrid is functionally an open network or "transport for energy sales and 

delivery" it also has run into the same security and evidence issues as the Internet. That 

said in today's world network transactions without a third party are hear-say in form 

because its is a 'he-said she-said' type event.

We here quote and then respond to We do differ however from AT&T's reasoning about 

who should be involved in keeping the providers honest. To quote AT&T's response in 

another 08-12-009 filing:

"The Grid should be thoroughly reviewed for potential security breaches, but 
utilities and communications providers should use their own professional judgment, 
as informed by the NIST and DHS general guidance, to determine the steps to take to 
ensure security while controlling the costs which consumers ultimately must bear. 
This places cyber security responsibility square^ wm.ii. n. .-.uuum m. -w>> mi mini, 
operating the particular aspect of the Smart Grid. Allowing utilities to demonstrate 
reasoned conformance with the NIST and DHS guidelines rather than requiring
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absolute compliance will encourage better and more adaptive cyber security 
practices. And adaptation is what cyber security is all about Standards are relatively 
static but cyber risks are dynamic."

We disagree with AT&T's view as highlighted above. The risks in allowing the delivery 

operator to stand as the trusted-partner is contrary to ah objective control practices used 

today in ah regulated industries. This is no more than the "Trust Me I promise I will do it 

right" commentary we heard from Enron and many others over the last two decades.

The inclusion of a third party, to generate and officiate those evidentiary grade time stamps 

as part of every transaction is another potential key-step towards assuring compliance 

with the state and federal evidentiary standards and for designing transparency into the 

SmartGrid system. It is for that we also seek acknowledgement in the Petitions as well.

Optional Availability of third-party monitoring service

Further, those third-party monitoring services should be available to ah parties, providers 

and their customers to properly authenticate all energy and utility use.

These will be important administrative controls for Energy Management Service 

components at ah layers.

In the State of California the loss or spoliation2 of business records is an actionable offense. 
Significant fines and other penalties have been assessed with regard to how records are 
maintained. These continue at the Federal Level3 as well with

2 In California, the independent tort of spoliation was eliminated in favor of applying the remedy within the 
pending litigation as a discovery sanction. Cedars-Sinai Medical Ctr. v. Superior Court (1998), 18 Cal,4th 1,12. 
In federal courts, the spoliation concept was recognized as early 1817 in The FORTUNA—Krause 
et.al.Claimants, infra, is based on the inherent power of courts to control abuses in litigation, and often arises 
from a request for a jury instruction re adverse inference. Lewyv. Remington Arms (8Ul Cir 1988), 836 F,2d 
1104,1111.
3 "District Judge.District courts may impose sanctions as part of their inherent power "for willful disobedience 
of a court order.” Chambers v. NA90O, Inc., 501 U.S. 32,45 (1991) piloting Alyeska Pipeline ServioeCo. v. 
Wilderness Society, 421 U.S. 420, 258 (1975)). In the Ninth Circuit, spoliation of evidence raises a presumption 
that the destroyed evidence goes to the merits of the case, and further, that such evidence was adverse to the
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In SmartGrid systems all records need to meet both the retention requirements and digital 
content integrity requirements, meaning it is no longer reasonable to 'spool all of the day's 
operating logs onto a tape and have Iron Mountain or other off-site provider pick it up, 
there are now formally requirements for the formal maintenance of that data.

The same is true of records which have been tampered with or cannot have their integrity 
proved (i.e. proven that they were not tampered with) as in Cedars-Sinai Medical Ctr. v. 
Superior Court (1998), 18 Cal.4th 1, 12 45

As supporting arguments for the need to establish regulatory evidence standards for 

SmartGrid components, realize that virtually all of the these are computers or are 

controlled by some form of a computer device today. As noted above that brings 

eDiscovery mandates into SmartGrid and ah regulated infrastructure of the California 

Energy Delivery and Production Grids as well as the Water Control and Delivery Grids as 

well.

party that destroyed it. Phoceene Sous-Marine, SA. v. U.S Phosmarine, Inc., 682 F,2d 802,806 (9thCir,1982) 
(discussing Hammond Packing Co. v.Ark., 212 U.S. 322, 349-54 (1909)); Nat ’I Ass’n of Radiation Survivors v. 
Turnage, 115 F.R.D. 543, 557 (N,D,Cal,1987) ("Where oneparty wrongfully denies another the evidence 
necessary to establish a fact in dispute, the court must draw the strongest allowable inferences in favor of the 
aggrieved party”); Computer Assoc. Intern., Inc. v. American Fundware, Inc., 133 F.R.D. 166,170 (D,Colo,1990), 
Additionally, "[t]he obligation to retain discoverable materials is an affirmative one; it requires that the 
agency or corporate officers having notice of discovery obligations communicate those obligations to 
employees in possession of discoverable materials.” National Ass'n of Radiatbn Survivors, 115 F.R.D. at 557-
58
4 Independent cause of actbn for tort rejected in favcr of resolving matter in pending litigation. The Court's 
language suggests a liberal or broad approach to remedying discovery abuses within the pending litigation Dictum: 
"Destroying evidence in response to a discovery request after litigation has commenced would surely be a misuse of 
discovery within the meaning of section 2023, as would such destruction in anticipation of a discovery request."
5 Munshani v. Signal Lake Venture FundII (Mass. App. Ct. 3/26/04),805 N.E.2d 998; 2004 Mass. App. LEXIS 323, 
60 Mass. App. Ct. 714; When a court appointed neutral determined that an e-mail offered by plaintiff to avoid a 
statute of frauds was not authentic, plaintiff took the 5th and then appealed the dianissal of its case on the grounds 
that the sanction was excessive. Dismissal affirmed based on commission of fraud on the court and also as 
appropriate sanction based on inherent power of court. The court entered judgment that dismissed the complaint in 
an action seeking $25 million for breach of oral premise on theories of breach of contract and unjust enrichment; 
credibility was a major issue. The judge found plaintiff committed a fraud on the court by manufacturing evidence, 
swearing to its authenticity, and continuing to insist on its authenticity for more than seven months while an expert 
investigated the matter. The court ordered plaintiffto pay the costs and fees of the court's expert and the defendants' 
attorney's fees and costs in connection with fraud investigation. On appeal, plaintiff argued the sanctionwas 
excessive for an isolated act of perjury that did not go to the merits.
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Gone are the 100% mechanical systems which were only aggregate consumption monitors. 

Today's control systems provide use, time tracking, and actually rate controlling as well for 

Co-gen operations.

Digital Evidence Controls will open new markets and businesses
The addition of the Digital Evidence Control requirements to SmartGrid operations will

provide a new set of markets and services for consumer energy sales controls. It will also 

better regulate the nexus between the information superhighway (the Internet) and the 

energy grid enabling purchase and delivery interfaces for bulk and DA Energy Programs 

directly. These capabilities make it also possible to meet the privacy requirements of key 

mandates like the Payment Card Industry's Data Security Standard for the collection and 

exchange of private and financial information through the nexus.

CAISO Implications of this Petition
It is worth noting that this petition also has direct implications to CAISO, and all Electrical 

Energy Providers as well as Consumers in the State of California since many of the systems 

in use today are not capable in their current state of delivering culpable evidence with 

certain modifications.

The reason's are that proper "Digital Evidence Compliance" practices will have to be 

developed by CAISO and others to properly document the control of their key information 

base under CPUC Rule 10.3 and 10.4.

To meet the requirements of a uniform digital evidence standard effectively, utilities as 

providers will need to fully meet existing US and California State Evidence Standard 

providing basic point of sale control systems at the SmartMeter level.
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This compliance will put in place the integrity controls which will also open up a number 

of other control/service opportunities for CAISO possibly (i.e. vending machine licenses for 

each SmartGrid meter operating as an energy purchase and control station).

With regard to the existing and new SmartGrid itself, the few considerations we propose to 

make are made in the Proposed Decision, and are made to ensure that the Grid can provide 

reliable evidence of its proper operation, and through this to create the transparency 

necessary in an open market

[p.108] "16. A presentation of a Smart Grid Vision Statement that shows that the 
proposed deployment plan advances a "Smart Electric Market” that is transparent 
and demand responsive, provides pricing information and promotes an open energy 
trade and delivery platform would be consistent with SB 17 policies and initiatives."

With a fully empowered and transparent grid the End-User should be able to buy their 

energy from anyone offering it for sale and contract for the delivery of that energy through 

their Last Mile Provider. The enablement of the SmartGrid as a transparent platform for 

energy distribution requires a uniform evidence model which meets all the legal 

requirements for operations both within and across State borders. Certichron believes that 

the rate design embodied in this description is easily accomplished by the integration of a 

proper legal model and trusted third party.

California’s SmartGrid needs trust capability which exceeds any one 

party’s potential to commit frauds.

The ultimate idea driving this petition is that "the system must be better than the people 

who operate" it to protect the Public Trust it is being rolled out to support. This same level 

of data capture and data integrity applies to Time of Use controls especially since there are 

legal requirements under US law for which timescale, in this case NIST(UTC) must be used 

for legally enforceable time-service transactions.
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Likewise from a trust perspective while the" Operator of the Last Mile" provisioning is one 

party who should be tracking the Time Of Use controls they are not an objective 

representative of the end-user's Time of Use Data.

Why? A simple 2 minute 'time-slip' for instance in a billing cycle would produce a 

misstatement and the associated billing for hundreds of millions of dollars over a year for 

most medium sized utilities and that scales for the larger entities here in the State of 

California.

Third Party Time Provider and Audit Partner is the answer
Irregadrless of how the problem of reliable evidence is solved it is important in SmartGrod 

operations.

As one option we provide the following. In the Utility Operations world 3 rd party certifying 

agent takes on new meaning since TOU billing is becoming key to managing costs and 

keeping proper use loading consistent.

As such this has direct impact since it is those SmartGrid EMS and SmartMeter Systems 

which must have their time-of-day provably tracked. The most efficient and possibly the 

only real way to provably add trust to SmartGrid transactions is to add a trusted third party 

to certify the timeliness of the billing controls so that no TOU billing errors occur.

Because of this potential and the sheer number of intended frauds from an investment 

standpoint in the Energy Sector over the last ten years, there is a serious lack of trust in 

Energy Sector executives. When leveraged against the misstatement of client-use in Smart 

Meter operations which have in fact occurred, a trusted third party to any of these 

operations of the SmartGrid is the only reliable way to create global levels of trust.
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Simply put, Time of Use (TOU) service models mandate a provable way to document the 

use of the Energy commodity. They also strongly define where customer controls start and 

suppliers infrastructure ends.

One solution for addressing this liability is building what in networking is described as a 

Trust-Anchor, and that would be the introduction of a third-party as an objective observer 

or reference for some aspect of the transaction, in this case being a timing-authority (a 

credible source of reliable time data) to calibrate the time-of-day settings in all of the 

infrastructure under control as a SmartGrid.

Applicable Security Standards-NIST SP800-52 and 53

As a basis for constraining the need for this today NIST controls are only talked about. We 

seek this petition to mandate that whatever technology is necessary to make the system 

meet the Evidence Standards is to be used.

Today that means NIST Controls and so for any systems providing key control of customer 

use information we propose the addition of the requirement that those systems meet the 

ever-evolving digital evidence standards in place during the time of their operations and 

today that would mean meeting the NIST Control Standards. The controls we refer to are 

those which allow for billing and adaptive rate plans to be put in place need to be provable 

and secure, and as such meet both NIST SP800-526 and 537 standards for Information 

Security as well as the NIST ICS recommendation. Additionally there are a set of US Critical 

Infrastructure Controls which DHS has in place which any Utility Service operated to serve 

the Public Interest must meet.

With advanced pooling and local/regional energy reservoirs being used to buffer D/A and 

other bulk purchases, the smart solution is one which fully implements a set of controls

6 http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/nistpubs/800-52/SP800-52.pdf
7 http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/nistpubs/800-53-Rev2/sp800-53-rev2-fmal.pdf
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that comply completely with NIST service requirements including the use of the NIST 

timebase as the trust-anchor for all transactions.

Forens ■ , 1" ■ lat enables 1 1........ 11 -dels
We want to introduce the term of Forensic Telemetry (FT). FT is the part of the system 

which allows for key forensic proofs to be drawn from it. For many this will be 

implementing NIST control processes in their equipment and operating practices and to 

that end we notice that systems which properly implement the NIST recommendations will 

have FT designed into their operating fabric.

We strongly agree that tariffs and pricing impact all forms of supply and demand-side 

activities, including direct access ("DA"), demand response ("DR"), energy efficiency ("EE"), 

and time of use ("TOU") systems and as mandated are easily delivered when they are 

operated with a trusted third party time-service provider and that evidentiary grade time 

and trusted-third party security model will address the control-processes needed to enable 

all of the open rates contemplated in the ruling.

Forensic Telemetry is a key piece of Meter AMR systems
Meter Management Solutions exist which allow the use of already deployed accessible 

meters as well as more network/communication savvy meters so the ability to deploy safe 

and secure meters as well as Internet and existing Last Mile based control systems as in 

solutions like those proposed by AT&T and other Internet Service Providers make the 

potentials of an open marketplace attainable in a much more aggressive timeline that many 

would think.

With the Meter as the Bright-Line CPE demarcation point it becomes the key agent for 

controlling the timely logging of its activities. Certichron supports commentary from Wal- 

Mart and others on the importance of properly demarking customer and supplier 

perimeters as well.
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ects

Certichron also notices that Evidence Standards and in particular time-management in AMI 

services are a key component in TOU billing systems and should be afforded the same 

consideration in at least two other planning related open rulemaking dockets at the 

Commission, namely:

Order Instituting Rulemaking to Integrate and Refine Procurement Policies and 

Consider Long Term Procurement Plans, R.10-05-006, filed May 6, 2010;

and

Order Instituting Rulemaking to Oversee the Resource Adequacy Program, Consider 

Refinements, and Establish Annual Local Procurement Obligations, R.09-10-032, 

filed October 29, 2009.

Certichron believes the same set of services proposed here for 09-12-008 and based on the 

availability of real NIST calibrated time services to the meter and AMI infrastructure, that 

the Commission is warranted in continuing to meet the milestone deadlines and goals for 

providing consumers with access to data adopted in D.09-12-046, with three milestones,

those being:

the policy objective for the provision of retail and wholesale price information by 

the "end of 2010," ; and

which also provides access to usage data through an agreement with a third party 

by the "end of 2010,"; and

Access to usage information on a near real-time basis for customers with an 

Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) meter by the "end of 2011."
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3.1
Further that as part of the petition herein, under CPUC Certificate to Operate filing 

procedures as defined in Rule 38, we petition the CPUC and its Administrative Law Judges 

clarify the evidence requirements in operating utilities and their infrastructure in the State 

of California and in doing so to add specific requirements to Rule 3.1 to include the 

requirement that any control or data systems built to administer or operate the utility 

systems must meet the basic California Evidence Standards for Digital Content Capture and 

Management, and also add to Rule 3.3(2) the requirement to attest that any system being 

proposed for certification for operation is compliant to all existing California Evidence 

Requirements for court admissible digital reporting and data.

In addition, this petition as stated elsewhere, requests formal modification of CPUC A- 

46919 from 1977 and its successors to include a requirement that any data or document 

retention system must make allowances for and provide properly qualified evidence-grade 

containment for those data objects and records which are maintained as part of compliance 

with A-4691 and other CPUC resolutions, rules and directives.

nt
This petition is fully compliant with Section 6.3 (sections (a) and (b)) as specified in the 

following two sections.

Rule 6.3(a) Compliance
Per Rule 6.3(a), since there is a factual standard for the adoption of specific guidance from 

the CPUC here which was formally issued by the California Superior Court and then the 6th 

District California Appellate Court's Affirmation of the California v Khaled ruling which 

provides the requirements for generating "Trustworthy Evidence", evidence which in this

8 http://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/published/Rules_prac_proc/70731.htm
9 http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/NR/rdonlyres/18DAC767-CFDl-41FA-90DB- 
3AC030CDEB9E/0/Prese rvationofRecords.doc
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case be used before the Judges of the California Public Utilities Commission or those of any 

other California Court

It is appropriate for the CPUC to formally take notice of this matter and the requirements 

therein for systems deployed as part of the "TOU or Operations evidence capture systems" 

in California Utility Systems and their commercial or private operations.

Rule 6.3(b) Compliance
Rule 6.3(b) provides that a petition to adopt, amend, or repeal a regulation pursuant to 

Pub. Util. Code § 1708.5 "must state whether the issues raised in the petition have, to the 

petitioner's knowledge, ever been litigated before the Commission, and if so, when and how 

the Commission resolved the issues, including the name and case number of the proceeding 

(if known)."

To the best of Petitioner's knowledge, the issues raised in this petition have never been 

litigated before the Commission since they pertain to a recently issued California Appellate 

Court ruling affirming a minimum competence for digital evidence being reviewed before 

California Court's but as part of this petition there are potentially extensions of an existing 

rule with regard to these digital evidence concepts in regard to the retention of records 

from systems Ruling A-4691 from July 12th 1977, and as such this petition will apply to any 

data capture practice operating anywhere within the California Utility Grid and like 

systems.

c 1
In closing this we applaud the Commissioner's work in this ruling and believe it is in the 

best interest to keep the decisions time-lines intact since the technology to address the 

control issues and quality of evidence being produced at all levels of the SmartGrid system 

exists today and is in fact ready for use in California. To that end and before the 

Administrative Law Judges of the Commission we petition as follows:
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lity”

Certichron formally petitions the CPUC to issue specific guidance that "All SmartGrid" 

component systems and infrastructure components (as well as existing operating SCADA 

systems) must meet the California State Evidence Standards as enforced by California v 

Khaled, and that all SmartGrid components also comply with CPUC Rules 10.3 and 10.4 

(see Appendices) in that their vendor's and operator's must produce ongoing evidence of 

their operation which meets the California State and Federal Rules of evidence and 

precedents such as Lorraine v Markel10 (see Appendices).

To facilitate this Certichron believes therefore that it is appropriate to specify in the 

petitioned ruling that

“Any and all SmartGrid monitoring processes must also produce court 
admissible evidence of operations which meets the minimum legal standards for 
digital evidence both at the State of California's level and that of the Federal 
Government".

as part operating requirements for any systems which will generate data which may be 

used as testimony or reporting of fact before the Public Utilities Commissions, California 

State Courts and Federal Courts.

This filing is made compliant to the rules of the California Public Utilities Commission and 

is verified per Rule 1.11 as being attested to as true and correct and for which items are 

relied on as being true and correct, that under the perjury statute of the State of California, 

this submission is attested to

10 Lorraine v. Markel Am. Ins. Co., 241 FRD 534 (D. Md. 2007)
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Witness my electronic hand under eSign, 7/8/2010, Boulder Creek California,

/s/ Todd S. Glassey

Todd S. Glassey, CISM CIFI 
Certichron inc 

TGlassey@Certichron.COM
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